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Aim : Assignment  to  understand  basic  syntax  of  YACC  specifications,  built-in  functions  and 
Variables

Theory:

Yacc  stands  for  "Yet  Another  Compiler-Compiler,"  reflecting  the  popularity  of  parser 

generators in the early 1970's when the first version of Yacc was created by S. C. Johnson. 

Yacc is available as a command on the UNIX system, and has been used to help implement 

hundreds of compilers.

Structure of a Yacc Grammar 

A yacc grammar consists of three sections: the definition section, the rules section, and the user 

subroutines section. 

... definition section ... 

%% 

... rules section ... 

%% 

... user subroutines section ... 
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The sections are separated by lines consisting of two percent signs. The first two sections are 

required, although a section may be empty. The third section and the preceding "%%" line may 

be omitted.

Symbols 

A yacc  grammar  is  constructed  from symbols,  the  "words"  of  the  grammar.  Symbols  are 

strings of letters, digits, periods, and underscores that do not start with a digit. The symbol  

error is reserved for error recovery, otherwise yacc attaches no a priori meaning to any symbol.

Symbols produced by the LEXer are called terminal symbols or tokens. Those that are defined 

on the left-hand side of rules are called nonterminal symbols or non-terminals. Tokens may 

also be literal quoted characters. (See "Literal Tokens.") A widely-followed convention makes 

token names all uppercase and non-terminals lowercase.

Definition Section 

The definition section can include a literal block, C code copied verbatim to the beginning of 

the generated C file, usually containing declaration and #include lines. There may be %union, 

%start,  %token,  %type,  %left,  %right,  and  %nonassoc  declarations.  (See  "%union 

Declaration,"  "Start  Declaration,"  "Tokens,"  "%type  Declarations,"  and  "Precedence  and 

Operator Declarations.") It can also contain comments in the usual C format, surrounded by 

"/*" and "*/". All of these are optional, so in a very simple parser the definition section may be 

completely empty.

Rules Section 

The rules section contains grammar rules and actions containing C code. 

User Subroutines Section 

Yacc copies the contents of the user subroutines section verbatim to the C file. This section 

typically includes routines called from the actions. In a large program, it is sometimes more 

convenient  to put the supporting code in a separate  source file to minimize the amount  of 

material recompiled when you change the yacc file.
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Actions 

An action is C code executed when yacc matches a rule in the grammar. 

The action must be a C compound statement, e.g.: 

date: month '/' day '/' year { printf("date found"); } ;

The action can refer to the values associated with the symbols in the rule by 

using a dollar sign followed by a number, with the first symbol after the colon being number 1, 

e.g.: 

date: month ' /' day ' /' year 

{ printf("date %d-%d-%d found", $1, $3, $5); } 

The name "$$" refers to the value for the symbol to the left of the colon. Symbol values can 

have different C types. For rules with no action, yacc uses a default of: 

{ $$ = $1; }

Start Declaration 

Normally, the start rule, the one that the parser starts trying to parse, is the one named in the 

first rule. If you want to start with some other rule, in the declaration section you can write: 

%start somename 

to start with rule somename. 

In most cases the clearest way to present the grammar is top-down, with the start rule first, so 

no %start is needed. 

Symbol Values 

Every symbol in a yacc parser, both tokens and non-terminals, can have a value associated with 

it. If the token were NUMBER, the value might be the particular number, if it were STRING, 

the value might be a pointer to a copy of the string, and if it were SYMBOL, the value might 

be a pointer to an entry in the symbol table that describes the symbol. Each of these kinds of 

value corresponds to a different C type, int or double for the number, char * for the string, and 

a pointer to a structure for the symbol. Yacc makes it easy to assign types to symbols so that it  

automatically uses the correct type for 

each symbol. 

Declaring Symbol Types 
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Internally, yacc declares each value as a C union that includes all of the types. You list all of  

the types in a %union declaration, q.v. Yacc turns this into a typedef for a union type called 

YYSTYPE. Then for each symbol  whose value is set  or used in action code,  you have to 

declare its type. Use %type for non-terminals. Use %token, %left, %right, or %nonassoc for 

tokens, to give the name of the union field corresponding to its type. 

Then, whenever you refer to a value using $$, $1, etc., yacc automatically uses the appropriate 

field of the union.

Yacc Library 

Every implementation comes with a library of helpful routines. You can include the library by 

giving the —ly flag at the end of the cc command line on UNIX systems, or the equivalent on 

other systems. The contents of the library vary among implementations, but it always contains 

main() and yyerror().

main() 

All versions of yacc come with a minimal main program which is sometimes useful for quickie 

programs and for testing. It's so simple we can reproduce it here: 

main(ac, av) 

{ 

yyparse(); 

return 0;

}

As with any library routine, you can provide your own main(). In nearly any useful application 

you will want to provide a main() that accepts command-line arguments and flags, opens files, 

and checks for errors. 

yyerror() 

All versions of yacc also provide a simple error reporting routine. It's also simple enough to list 

in its entirety: 
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yyerror(char *errmsg) 

{ 

fprintf(stderr, "%s\n", errmsg); 

} 

This sometimes suffices, but a better error routine that reports at least the line number and the 

most recent token will make your parser much more usable. 

YYABORT 

The special statement 

YYABORT; 

in  an action makes  the parser routine yyparse()  return immediately with a non-zero value, 

indicating failure. It can be useful when an action routine detects an error so severe that there is 

no point in continuing the parse. 

Since the parser may have a one-token lookahead, the rule action contain- 

containing the YYABORT may not be reduced until the parser has read another 

token.

YYACCEPT 

The special statement 

YYACCEPT; 

in an action makes the parser routine yyparse() return immediately with a value 0, indicating 

success. 

It can be useful in a situation where the LEXer cannot tell when the input data ends, but the 

parser can.

YYERROR 

Sometimes your action code can detect context-sensitive syntax errors that the parser itself 

cannot. If your code detects a syntax error, you can call the macro YYERROR to produce 

exactly the same effect as if the parser had read a token forbidden by the grammar. As soon as 
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you invoke YYERROR the parser calls yyerror() and goes into error recovery mode looking 

for a state where it can shift an error token. 

Design Analysis / Implementation Logic:
(Algorithm / Flow Chart / Pseudo Code / UML diagram / DFD as per requirement)

YACC program :- 

              %token NAME NUMBER

              %start statement

              %left ‘+’ ‘-‘

              %left ‘*’ ‘/’

              %nonassoc UMINUS

%union

{

char  s[20];

}

              ----------------------- “”---------------------------------

              ------------------------“”---------------------------------

              %%

              statement : NAME ‘=’ expression

                               | expression                               { printf( “ = %s”, $1); }

                               ;

              expression : expression ‘+’ NUMBER      { strcpy($$,strcat($1,strcat($2,”+”))); }     

                                | expression ‘-’ NUMBER       { strcpy($$,strcat($1,strcat($2,”-”))); }     

                                | expression ‘/’ NUMBER        { strcpy($$,strcat($1,strcat($2,”/”)));

                                                                                   

                                                                                  }     

                                | expression ‘*’ NUMBER       { strcpy($$,strcat($1,strcat($2,”*”))); }     

                                | ‘(‘ expression ‘)’                     {  }     

                                | ‘-‘ expression %prec UMINUS    { strcpy($$,strcat($2,”UMINUS”)); }     

                                | --------------- “” -------------------   { ----- “” ---- ; }

                                | --------------- “” -------------------   { ---- “” ---- ; }
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                                | NUMBER                                     { strcpy($$,$1);  }

                                ;

              %%  

             

 main()

              {

                      yyparse();

              }         

             yyerror(char *s)

             {

                       printf(“%s”,s);

                       exit(0);

              } 

LEX program :- 

      %{  #include “y.tab.h”

             #include<math.h>  %}

       %%

       [0-9]+        { strcpy(yylval.s,yytext) ; return NUMBER;   }

       [ \t]             { /* do nothing */    }

       \n                { return 0 ;    }

       .                  { /* do nothing */ }

       ---------------- “” ---------------------

       ---------------- “” ---------------------     

       %%

CONCLUSION:-

We  have studied the basic syntax to understand the YACC with its variables and built-in 
functions.
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